Deep learning techniques for nearshore and riverine bathymetry
estimation using water-surface observations
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Overview
Riverine bathymetry, i.e., riverbed topography estimation, and river flow
velocity estimation are of crucial importance for shipping operations,
naval operations, and flood management. However, most commonly
used techniques for flow velocity/bathymetry estimation rely on singlepoint measurements from anchored boats or bed frames, leading to lowresolution measurements for the entire river, in particular, for deeper
sections.
In this work, three deep learning techniques, referred to as PCA-DNN,
Deep Autoencoder, and Variational Deep Autoencoder are used for estimation of bathymetry from dense and sparse flow velocity measurements
(inverse problem), as well as prediction of flow velocities and water-depth
from known riverbed profile and boundary conditions – BC (forward problem).
PCA-DNN:
• Combines Principle Component Analysis (PCA) with a fully
connected deep neural network (DNN).
• Provides uncertainty quantification for the estimated output.
Deep Autoencoder (AE):
• Takes the bathymetry (or flow velocities) and BCs as input.
• Performs forward (or inverse) model operation faster than physical
forward models (or principal component geostatistical approach).
• Estimates flow velocity components (or bathymetry) accurately.
Deep Variational Autoencoder (VAE):
• More accurate than AE or PCA-DNN when the data is scarce.
• More physically meaningful latent space interpretation.

Savannah River, GA

Results and Comparison with PCGA Method

VAE on Forward Problem with Variable BCs
The deep variational autoencoder replaces the discrete and deterministic latent space of AE with continuous and probabilistic latent space. This leads
to better interpretability of the latent space and consequently its better performance when the dataset size is small compared to its dimension.

Figure 6: Variational autoencoder structure.
Figure 3: Estimation using PCA-DNN (top-left) and PCGA (bottom-left); uncertainty
estimation using PCA-DNN (top-right) and PCGA (bottom-right)

Figure 7 shows better performance of VAE on forward problem when the
training dataset is small.

• The training phase of PCA-DNN is offline and takes around 30 min.
• The prediction phase of the PCA-DNN takes one minute only.
• Physics-based methods such as PCGA do not require training data;
however, they require several forward model evaluations which take much
longer than PCA-DNN to produce similar results.
• The performance of PCGA can be improved by using better prior
information.

AE on Forward Problem with Variable BCs
The deep autoencoder is composed of two symmetrical deep networks; the
encoder which has three convolutional layers followed by two fully connected
layers, and the decoder consisting of two fully connected layers and convolutional layers.

Figure 7: Comparison of validation error versus train set size on forward problem prediction
using PCA-DNN, AE, and VAE, on the same train and validation dataset.

Sparse Measurement and Variable BCs
The velocity measurements in inverse problems have been dense so far (figure
8, left). Here, we perform the trainings for all models in the presence of sparse
measurements (figure 8, right).

In order to demonstrate the performance of the proposed methods, we applied
them to Savannah river (Figure 1). We compared the results with the results
obtained using the Principal Component Geostatistical Approach (PCGA),
a fast physics-based method.
Figure 4: Autoencoder structure.

Some advantageous of deep autoencoders are:

Figure 1: 1 mile reach of the Savannah River near Augusta, GA (left), and high-resolution
bathymetry survey by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) (right)

• Autoencoders can learn the features of data as a byproduct.
• Autoencoders are computationally less expensive than fully connected
neural networks and more flexible than convolutional neural networks
regarding incorporation of boundary conditions.
• The network requires smaller training set compared to dense networks.

Figure 8: Left: dense measurement on 41×501 (∼20000) points. Right: sparse measurement
on 8×50 (=400) points.

Figure 9 compares the predicted bathymetries using PCA-DNN, AE, and
VAE, versus the reference profile in the presence of sparse velocity measurement.

PCA-DNN on Inverse Problem with Fixed BCs
The goal here is the estimation of bathymetry from surface velocity measurements, by combining PCA with fully connected DNN at fixed BCs:

Figure 9: Bathymetry estimations using sparse velocity measurements. Top left: reference
profile; top right: PCA-DNN predicted profile; bottom left: AE pedicted profile; bottom
right: VAE predicted profile.

Conclusion
Figure 5: Left: AdH simulated results; right: deep autoencoder results. Top) flow velocity in
x direction, middle) flow velocity in y direction, bottom) water depth.
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• The proposed methods can provide accurate results for forward and
inverse modeling for bathymetry problems using a small number of river
profiles for the training phase.
• The proposed methods require smaller datasets for training.
• The proposed methods provide accurate results in the presence of sparse
measurements.
• Variational Autoencoder outperforms the other two methods in the
presence of data scarcity.

